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Host SM_Lilia says:
This mission is dedicated to all those that made the Elara what she is. NPCs, Ship Managers but especially her Crew, past and present. For what is a ship if not her crew? To all of them congratulations on this 200th mission of Star Trek A Call to Duty's USS Elara !
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Childhood Dreams, Part III. Stardate 10304.06 =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
The USS Elara remains docked at the Scientific station Mendel. But that is of not importance whatsoever at the moment.
Host SM_Lilia says:
In the pinkish sky, the majestic circle of Jupiter casts vague shadows on the surface. There, several people go about their businesses. They are of all races and creeds but all greet each other with smiles. Elara is truly a wonderful place to live in.
Host SM_Lilia says:
Life is as perfect as it can be. And who would want to be anywhere else?
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: I present you Bernie, the baker. Probably the most famous and respected member of the community. As he goes from door to door delivering bread and small cakes.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Then there is Joe, the Blacksmith. Few know him well, but all trust him in times of need.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Behind a big counter we find Karida. Owner of the local pub she is probably the most famous person on the small moon.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Walking down the street unsure of what to do we find young Garry Lost. Currently he is unemployed, not of his own choice, he just hasn't found the perfect job.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Another popular member of the community is So'Ta, chief of the Police department. There is no memory of any crime at Elara, still everyone feels better seeing him walk the streets.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Finally there is Maor, what he does no one knows. He lives with his sister Alexandra, the local archeologist and his son Shane
FCO_Lost says:
::dragging his feet down the street, kicking a small stone along, looking slightly perplexed as he wonders what to do next::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
:: at his workshop which doubles up as his home - pushes his tool bag aside and wipes the sweat from his brow::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::behind the counter in her bar, cleaning the surfaces::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
::arrives at the local pub::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::looks up and sees La'tan walk in, smiles to greet him:: 
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
self: ah its so warm ::looks across at the furnace ::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::just leaves the bakery with the first batch of goods to be delivered, he closes the door behind him::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
CNS: Any interesting rumours going around karida
FCO_Lost says:
::continues to kick the little stone down the road, not taking any notice where he is actually heading::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CSO: Things have been quiet of recent, though i am always waiting for more news, what can i get you?
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
CNS: Get me a shot of scotch.
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::walks to the blacksmith's small shop:: XO: Good morning Joe ::smiles::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::smiles:: CSO: Certainly ::steps over to the bottle and grabs a glass::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::closes the door on the furnace cutting off the air supply to it - watches the flames die down gradually before standing up startled:; Alex: bejesus you gave me a fright
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::pours the scotch then turns back to the CSO and hand him it:: CSO: There you go, so what news do you have?
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::wipes his hands on his overalls::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
CNS: Not much been to quiet. :: Hands her some coin::
Host Alex_Gomes says:
XO: I just came down from the excavations. Look what I found ::shows him an ancient necklace::
FCO_Lost says:
::gives the little stone and extra big kick and feels strange for a moment, looks around in slight confusement:: Self: This doesn’t seem right...
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
CNS: Are you sure this is scotch?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CSO: I am always more suspicious when things get to quiet. ::takes the money and then goes to the till returning with his change:: 
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
::Still noticing like he drank nothing::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::nods:: CSO: Yes definitely scotch.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::he takes a deep breath, as the morning air is perfect he begins the trek down the street::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::takes the necklace and studies it closely:: alex: fancy, very fancy, what do you plan to do with it?
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
::hands her the glass:: CNS: Are you sure have a sip of it.
FCO_Lost says:
::shakes his head and the strange thoughts ebb away:: Self: I need a drink, now my own mind is playing tricks on me ::abandoning his small stone makes a smartish turn and heads for the local bar::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::looks at the drink:: CSO: To be honest I don't touch the stuff but give me a minute and i will get another bottle you can try that if you would like.
Host Alex_Gomes says:
XO: analyse it, what else? Say, Shane has his birthday tonight, we are going down to the pub, wanna come?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::the first stop is the local pub, he enters and walk to where Karida is::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
::hands her the glass:: Alright get me another bottle of scotch.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::looks up and smiles to Bernie:: CO: I'll be one minute.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CSO: I'll just get that bottle ::rumages under the counter for a moment::
FCO_Lost says:
::arrives at the bar and taking a moment to compose himself steps inside, making a rapid approach to the bar in case any other strange thoughts decide to make an appearance before he can blame them on an excess of alcohol::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
self: i should have guessed. Alex: that damned fool brother of yours will be there i suppose
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
CNS: Karida, morning!....take you time Karida
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::comes back up with another bottle and wrestle to open it::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::pours another glass of scotch and gives it to the CSO:: CSO: There you go try that one.
Host Alex_Gomes says:
XO: He is not much for parties, this for Shane, not him
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::turns to the CO with a smile:: CO: Bernie How are things, what can I get you?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::looking around the pub while Karida waits on the CSO::
FCO_Lost says:
::takes a seat and stares into the middle distance like so many others when there is something on their mind, just about manages to give Bernie a nod and "good morning" smile::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Alex: fair enough i`ll come, i have a present for him - i would rather give him it in person
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
CNS: no here to drop off your order, her is you loaf of bread and the cake
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::frowns:: XO: Let's go ::grabs his arm and pulls him to the street::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::smiles:: CO: Oh thank you :;turns back to the till and gets some coins which she gives to the CO::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
CNS: Karida ::puzzled:: did you remodel the pub its seems different somehow?
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::fights long enough to grab a parcel near the exit before he is dragged out::
Host Shane says:
::runs into the pub with a big smile on his face::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::shakes her head also looking puzzled:: CO: No it is the same as always, erm did i give you the right change then?
Host Shane says:
::notices the FCO in one corner looking as lost as usual then goes to him::
FCO_Lost says:
::turns and gives the newcomer a smile, wonders if we will ever settle down with someone and have kids of his own::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
CNS: yes thank you, oh never mind maybe its just me kinda tired this morning
Host Shane says:
FCO: Don't be alone like that, it's my birthday ::smiles:: FCO: I get to come to the pub and have abig party with a cake, as I have always wanted
Host Alex_Gomes says:
XO: Don't misinterpret Maor, I think i have hated him at times. though I can't quite remember why
FCO_Lost says:
::smiles and leans towards Shane:: Shane: and how old will you be this year?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::nods wqith a smile to the CO:: CO: well take it easy today. ::still doesn't feel right about the money:: 
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Alex: i keep trying Alex i really do
Host Alex_Gomes says:
<Shane>::shows him an opened hand and the thumb of the other:: FCO:Six
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::giggles::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
CNS: Karida, yes I must get going, just began my morning run, talk to you later ::smiles, while in his mind feeling something is not right but ok at the same time... a strange feeling::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks at Alex:: Alex: you seem very happy with yourself today, is there something your not telling me?
Host Shane says:
CO: don't go Mr Wall, my birthday party will begin soon
FCO_Lost says:
Shane: a big six years old eh! ::looks around to see if he can get served::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CO: Something doesn't feel right with the money i gave you it is meaningless ::has a strange expression on her face and can't believe what she has said::
Host Alex_Gomes says:
XO; No, I have always been ... ::frowns::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::somehow the frown seems more familiar to him::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Shane: Oh your birthday!! Why yes it is your birthday forgive me ::smiles:: of course I will stay
Host Alex_Gomes says:
<Shane>::smiles widely:: All: Just as I had dreamed
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
CNS: no no ::he looks at it again:: this is the proper amount? I always charge you this.
Host Alex_Gomes says:
ACTION: The XO and Gomes arrive at the pub
FCO_Lost says:
::takes a look through a window and has to divert his eyes, the thoughts from earlier still playing on his mind:: Self: I think I might be losing it
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CO: It is not the amount it is the money ::turns to Shane:: Shane: How did you dream it?
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::steps inside taking a second for his eyes to adjust to the darker interior::~
Host Alex_Gomes says:
<Shane>::blinks::CNS:Perfect
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::leans over the bar and smiles to shane:: Shane: Tell us about your dream?
Host Shane says:
XO: Mr Timrok, Miss Gomes! Finally we can begin the party
Host Shane says:
CNS: My dream is to have my family united
FCO_Lost says:
::looking at Shane all excited:: All: Isnt it sweet
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::smiles to the excited boy:: Shane: yep, we can - happy birthday wee man
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
Shane: Why were your family not united before today?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Shane: Happy Birthday! ::smiles at him::
Host Shane says:
::sounding more grown up than ever:: CNS: why must you ask so many questions? ::then with his boyish smile:: CNS: They were busy
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::smiles:: Shane: yes you are right, I am glad your dreams have come true happy birthday ::decides not to press the boy further::
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::still with a strange frown on her face she goes behind Karida's counter and takes out a big box::
Host Alex_Gomes says:
Shane: here you go, your cake ::smiles forgetting her doubts for a moment::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::takes a deep breath:..:
Host Shane says:
::watches as the Gomes opens the box revealing a big hexagonal cake. He speaks to no one in particular:: All: To bad my mothwer could not be here. I tried but I just couldn't bring her
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::looks oddly at Shane as he speaks::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::was about to break into happy birthday in G-minor but stops at shanes comment::
FCO_Lost says:
::puts his head on one side and gives Shane a quizicle look::
Host Shane says:
<Alex>::lights up the six candles::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::sensing an uncomfortable moment::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::lays his bag full of breads and cakes down on the empty table  next to the one there are surrounding, to enjoy the party::
Host Shane says:
ACTION: As the candles are lit one by one, everyone in the room looks at them as if hypnotized. they remind them of stars.
Host Shane says:
ACTION: Each has a diffrent thought about Stars, but all remember they were once close to them
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::feels a shiver down his spine & judders accordingly::
FCO_Lost says:
::cannot take his eyes off the candles and his mind starts doing cartwheels::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::staring at the candles he suddenly thinking about the stars...hestitates look up at the ceiling than back down at the candles on the cake::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::stares at the candles her mind a million miles away::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Self: ::mumbles:: strange feeling
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks around at the others:: shane: well are you going to make a wish or are you waiting for the bar to burn down
Host Shane says:
::smiles and fills his lungs with air, then blows out the candles::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::laughs outloud at Joe's comment::
Host Shane says:
All :This is my wish come true
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::blinks and snaps to as the XO speaks::
FCO_Lost says:
::seems to finally break out of a trance, smiles at Shane, if slightly disconcerted::
Host Shane says:
<Alex>::claps::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::watches the flames flicker out with an uneasy feeling::
FCO_Lost says:
::manages to get his hands to clap together::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::gets a concern feeling as the candles on the cake suddenly go out::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::claps watching shane with a million questions burning in her mind::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::begins to clap slowly::
Host Shane says:
<Alex>::smiles looking around the room to everyone then stops looking into the XO's eyes and stares for a few moments::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::glances back at Alex for a second then look away with a grin::
Host Shane says:
All: you know I got lot's of presents, I will play with all of them
Host Shane says:
<Alex>::shakes her head thinking::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::looks at each of the people in the room briefly his minds is consumed by the "stars"::
FCO_Lost says:
::tries to settle his mind my not thinking about things:: Shane: Really, what did you get?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Shane: ::ignores his thoughts:: then focuses on Shane:: yes tell us what you got?
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::remembering the small box in his pocket:: I almost forgot, i have something for you - i made it myself ::hands the box to shane::
Host Shane says:
FCO: I got a toy spaceship and a teddy bear and ... ::Looks at the CNS:: CNS: You are not happy? it is my birthday! ::smiles::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::glances again at Alex for momentarilly::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::shakes her head and speaks:: ALL: drinks are on the house ::looks back down to Shane:: 
Host Shane says:
::looks back to Timrok::XO: Thank you ::takes the box, very excited::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
Shane: I am happy for you that you have your wish but Something seems strange today::shuts up:: do you want some juice
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::smiles and enjoys watching Shane opening the box::
Host Shane says:
<Alex>::glances at Timrok but notices he is doing the same so she diverts her eyes to Shane smiling::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::watches Shane open the box::
FCO_Lost says:
::wants to know what is in the box.... for some reason::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks back at shane::
Host Shane says:
::opens the Box and takes the small knife decorated with stones, the blade is not pointy as he doesn't hurt himlsef:: XO: Thank you Mr Timrok! ::smiles and jumps into his arms::
Host Shane says:
::gets away quickly after hugging Timrok then turns to the CNS;;
Host Shane says:
CNS: You can never be content isn't it? ::blinks::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::shakes her head to Shane:: Shane: I am happy for you, ::pauses her mind is not content the boy was right:: now can i get you a drink? 
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::picks up the toy spaceship and holds it up - looking at it with interest::
Host Shane says:
CNS: Yes, some orange juice ::doesn't smile::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::pours a glass of orange juice for Shane and hands it to him:: Shane: There you go.
FCO_Lost says:
::kneels next to shane:: Shane: Don’t forget your please and thankyou's
Host Shane says:
<Alex_Gomes>::looks at all the faces in the room, noticing they all are feeling the same way she is. But why?::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::his focus shifts from the model in his hand to bar behind where he see`s a bottle of finest malt whisky::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::glares at the toy spaceship that Joe has from where he stands::
Host Shane says:
FCO: you are right, I should always be a nice boy ::smiles but his smile is again very different, as if not really happy::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::the model space ship falls from his hand onto the floor with a clatter::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::smiles towards the FCO:: FCO: What can I get you? ::turns to Shane with a strange glance::
Host Shane says:
::looks at the fallen spaceship and blinks his big blue eyes again::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::blinks and looks towards the XO::
Host Shane says:
All: I did everything I knew, everything I could to make you happy yet I can not
FCO_Lost says:
::turns his attention to the model ship and his mind races again:: CNS: Something really strong...
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks down at the damage to the model then around at the others::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::now turns back to Shane confused then to the FCO glancing to the scotch bottle on the bar:: FCO: How about that? ::points to the bottle:: 
Host Shane says:
All: I brought you from the dead so I could be with you. But then you separated. I brought you back yet you insisted on staying away, I gave you happiness and you don't want it
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
Self: brought us back from the dead? 
Host Shane says:
<Alex_Gomes>::raises her eyebrows::
FCO_Lost says:
::is getting disturbed by the little child::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::is holding a scotch bottle in one hand and a brandy bottle in the other, hands both bottles to the FCO::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Shane: what are you talking about? ::surprised this is coming from Shane::
Host Shane says:
ACTION: Slowly memories return, as if a blurr fades from everyone’s mind
in>
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::things starting to fall into place:: Shane: what do you mean exactly?
Host Shane says:
::even though his body is still of a six year old, his eyes are much older::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::now feels wrong behind the bar and she watches the boy::
Host Shane says:
::shakes his head::
FCO_Lost says:
::holds the bottles but doesn’t know what to do::
Host Shane says:
All: The crfew of the Elara, my family, they all died once. I brought you back. At that time I didn't know I could do it but I wished it and I did it
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::looks at himself his clothing, then he look out the window and the surroundings::
Host Shane says:
All: but then some moved away, others disappeared from this universe, like my mother
Host Shane says:
All: I brought you together but you would not stay. You are Starfleet officers, you are never content, I unmderstand that now
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::glances at the knife which was a present - the engraving reads doo where it should read dubh:: all: this is all wrong
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::blinks at shane:: Self: It was you.
Host Shane says:
<Alex Gomes>::watches Shane realizing so many things now, of what he did during the time he was with her::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Self: yes it is coming back to me now?
FCO_Lost says:
::doesnt know what to say, what to do::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CO: Cap.....tain?
Host Shane says:
::looks to the floor::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
XO: Comm...ander T..imrok?
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CO: Aye sir.. ::looks around at the faces with renewed recognition::
Host Shane says:
All: I can not stay forever with my family, i understand that now. So, I must go ...
Host Shane says:
<Alex>::looks at Shane understanding so much and so little::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Shane: so you are responsible for all these strange incidents we have encountered on the Elara.
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks at shane - not sure whether to be pleased or disappointed::
Host Shane says:
::blinks::CO: Not all of them Captain. You are prone to the oddities of this Universe. I just wanted to keep my family together
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
Shane: We would all love to see you but this is not quite how we would have hoped things would be.
Host Shane says:
CO: I was trying to bring you back when I accidentally caused the explosion on the colony. i didn't mean to, I really didn't
Host Shane says:
CO: Then I altered your minds I ::sighs::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Self: oh my god
Host Shane says:
CNS: Drams are never what we expect i know that now
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::blinks and looks to Shane:: Self: he broke just about every rule in the book there.
Host Shane says:
::looks at the XO as if he knew what the other was thinking:: XO: You understand why I must go
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Shane: Your intentions are good, but our lives can not be altered like that, we are human beings
Host Shane says:
<Alex Gomes>::tears roll down her cheeks for the first time in many years:: Shane: I will never forget you
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks down at his feet then across to Alex looking for help::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks back at the boy and nods::
Host Shane says:
::nods to the CO::  CO: I understand that now
Host Shane says:
All: I will be there when you need me but I can not stay with you.
Host Shane says:
All: Farewell my friends
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Shane: till next time?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Shane: you can still be with us when you want, but you can not alter our universe to do. Just visit us in our terms of existence
Host Shane says:
ACTION: suddenly with a flash the whole senior crew of the Elara and Gomes find themselves on the Elara bridge.
Host Shane says:
ACTION: Shane is not with them
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::looks around the bridge::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks around at the familiar surroundings::
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::blinks::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
all: hes gone?
FCO_Lost says:
::looks around and lets out a large sigh of relief::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::looks around the bridge and checks to see that everybody is here, and this is the Elara::
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::her face is still wet:: XO: Yes
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::repeats but without the :: all: hes gone
Host Alex_Gomes says:
All: I must ... ::sighs:: I must return to the station. CO: I suppose we can call the investigation over?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
All: well that is certainly a unique life form, who have thought that it would derive from one of our own.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
XO: Commander that is correct
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::nods:: All: I must go to the station, not that i want to but...
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::shakes her head::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Alex: Alex!
Host Alex_Gomes says:
CO: You should return to starbase 402 as well, to explain them your actions, which were not your own
Host Alex_Gomes says:
::looks up slowly::XO: Joe? ::her eyes still sad::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Alex: you gonna be ok?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Alex: yes I will, me and Timrok have some very interesting reports to prepare.
 Host Alex_Gomes says:
XO: Eventually
Host Alex_Gomes says:
All: it has been wonderful to be on the Elara again. Maybe we will meet again somewhere in this Galaxy
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::nods appologetically::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::sits in her chair and watches Alex, the CO and the XO::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Self: maybe
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
Alex: it was good to see you again, I wish you could stay on the Elara
Host Alex_Gomes says:
CO: I wish it too ::leaves for the TL, while the doors open she looks at the Elara crew and bridge one more time. Her eyes stop in joe's while the doors close::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
XO: Timrok, well being on this ship is sure living up to it reputation, its just continues during our command, Strange stuff...huh?
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::clenches his fists as he watches the former CSO go::
Host XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CO: you dont know the half of it ::turns - stopping to glance at the CNS before continuing his turn and slumping into his chair on the bridge::
Host Alex_Gomes says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End USS Elara “Childhood dreams - Part III - USS Elara 200th mission” =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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